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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Numen Cyber Technology was engaged by IOTAMPC Bridge to review smart contract 

implementation. The assessment was conducted in accordance with our systematic 

approach to evaluate potential security issues based upon customer requirement. The 

report provides detailed recommendations to resolve the issue and provide additional 

suggestions or recommendations for improvement. 

There was a risk that arbitrary signers would modify the number of signatures, etc. The 

risk has now been officially fixed. 

The outcome of the assessment outlined in chapter 3 provides the system's owners a 

full description of the vulnerabilities identified, the associated risk rating for each 

vulnerability, and detailed recommendations that will resolve the underlying technical 

issue. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

To standardize the evaluation, we define the following terminology based on OWASP 

Risk Rating Methodology [10] which is the gold standard in risk assessment using the 

following risk models: 

• Likelihood: represents how likely a particular vulnerability is to be uncovered 

and exploited in the wild. 

• Impact: measures the technical loss and business damage of a successful 

attack. 

• Severity: determine the overall criticality of the risk. 

Likelihood and impact are categorized into three ratings: High, Medium and Low. 

Severity is determined by likelihood and impact and can be classified into four 

categories accordingly, Critical, High, Medium, Low shown in table 1.1. 
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Table 1.1: Overall Risk Severity 

 

To evaluate the risk, we will be going through a list of items, and each would be 

labelled with a severity category. The audit was performed with a systematic approach 

guided by a comprehensive assessment list carefully designed to identify known and 

impactful security issues. If our tool or analysis does not identify any issue, the contract 

can be considered safe regarding the assessed item. For any discovered issue, we 

might further deploy contracts on our private test environment and run tests to confirm 

the findings. If necessary, we would additionally build a PoC to demonstrate the 

possibility of exploitation. The concrete list of check items is shown in Table 1.2. 

• Basic Coding Bugs: We first statically analyze given smart contracts with our 

proprietary static code analyzer for known coding bugs, and then manually 

verify (reject or confirm) all the issues found by our tool. 

 

• Code and business security testing: We further review business logics, 

examine system operations, and place DeFi-related aspects under scrutiny to 

uncover possible pitfalls and/or bugs. 

 

• Additional Recommendations: We also provide additional suggestions 

regarding the coding and development of smart contracts from the perspective 

of proven programming practices. 
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Category Assessment Item 

Basic Coding  

Assessment 

Apply Verification Control 

Authorization Access Control 

Forged Transfer Vulnerability 

Forged Transfer Notification 

Numeric Overflow 

Transaction Rollback Attack 

Transaction Block Stuffing Attack 

Soft fail Attack 

Hard fail Attack 

Abnormal Memo 

Abnormal Resource Consumption 

Secure Random Number 

Advanced Source  

Code Scrutiny 

Asset Security 

Cryptography Security 

Business Logic Review 

Source Code Functional Verification 

Account Authorization Control 

Sensitive Information Disclosure 
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Circuit Breaker 

Blacklist Control 

System API Call Analysis 

Contract Deployment Consistency Check 

Additional 

Recommendations 

Semantic Consistency Checks 

Following Other Best Practices 

 

Table 1.2: The Full List of Assessment Items 

 

To better describe each issue we identified, we categorize the findings with Common 

Weakness Enumeration (CWE-699) [14], which is a community-developed list of 

software weakness types to better delineate and organize weaknesses around 

concepts frequently encountered in software development. 
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2 FINDINGS OVERVIEW 
 

2.1 PROJECT INFO AND CONTRACT ADDRESS 
 

Project Name: IOTAMPC Bridge 

Audit Time: 2023/3/14 - 2022/4/5 

Language: solidity 

 

2.2 SUMMARY 
 

 

 

 

Source Code Link Commit Hash 

https://github.com/TanglePay/bri
dge 

48ad2ac76b5d226502a3c8d7b96c9536c4dd
3fa4 

https://github.com/TanglePay/bri
dge 

de8feb836160d6f11a04f3bc0158aff1c59285
df 

Severity Found  

Critical  0  

High 2  

Medium 3  

Low  3  

Informational  5  
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2.3 KEY FINDINGS 
  

There are Two high risks, three medium risks and three low risks. 

ID Severity Findings Title Status Confirm 

NVE-

001 

High A signatory can remove multiple 

signatures 

Modified 
Confirmed 

NVE-

002 

High A signatory can update the 

number of signatures to zero 

Modified 
Confirmed 

NVE-

003 
Medium 

Addsigner address cannot be 

changed after it has been added 

Modified Confirmed 

NVE-

004 
Medium 

Removesigner address cannot be 

changed after it has been added 

Modified Confirmed 

NVE-

005 
Medium 

The changerequirecount number 

cannot be changed again after it 

has been updated 

Modified Confirmed 

NVE-

006 
Low Fee extraction security 

Ignore Confirmed 

NVE-

007 
Information Redundant codes 

Modified Confirmed 

NVE-

008 
Information 

Newowner may be a zero 

address 

Modified Confirmed 

NVE-

009 
Information 

Signer address and number 

cannot be too small 

Ignore Confirmed 

NVE-

010 
Information 

Any signer can add address(0) as 

a signer 

Modified Confirmed 

NVE-

011 
Low 

Not judging the relationship 

between requirecount values and 

signers.Length quantities 

Ignore Confirmed 
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NVE-

012 
Low 

Delete signature without judging 

the number of requirecount 

Ignore Confirmed 

NVE-

013 
Information 

D values may be other than -1 or 

1 

Ignore Confirmed 

 

Table 2.1: Key Audit Findings 
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3 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF FINDINGS 

3.1 A SIGNATORY CAN REMOVE MULTIPLE SIGNATURES 

 

ID: NVE-001                                                Location: multiSign.sol  

Severity: High                                              Category: Business Issues  

Likelihood: Medium                                     Impact: High 

 

Description: 

The removeSigner method is used to remove an existing signer. A malicious signer address 

can remove signers with zero signers[index] by calling the removeSigner method multiple 

times. When a signer with zero signers[index] is removed, a new signer with zero signers[index] 

can also be removed if it is not a malicious signer, that is, a malicious signer may remove 

multiple signers. 
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Figure 1 removeSigner function 

Recommendations: 

Suggested removal of signatures to determine if signers[index] is zero when the 

signature is removed. 

Result: Pass 

Fix Result:  

Due to the complexity of this type of problem for the code, the official implementation 

has been changed, specifically in the de8feb836160d6f11a04f3bc0158aff1c59285df 

version. 
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3.2 A SIGNATORY CAN UPDATE THE NUMBER OF SIGNATURES TO ZERO 

 

ID: NVE-002                                                     Location: multiSign.sol  

Severity: High                                                  Category: Business Issues  

Likelihood: High                                               Impact: High  

 

Description: 

The changeRequireCount method is used to update the number of signatories. Any signatory 

can change the number of signatures to zero by calling it multiple times, and if there is a 

malicious signatory, any signatory can call the signature implementation method call 

individually when the number of signatures is changed to zero. 

 

Figure 2 changeRequireCount function 
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Recommendations: 

It is recommended that a judgement be added and that the number of strong 

judgement signatories not be too small. 

Result: Pass 

Fix Result:  

Due to the complexity of this type of problem for the code, the official implementation 

has been changed, specifically in the de8feb836160d6f11a04f3bc0158aff1c59285df 

version. 
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3.3 ADDSIGNER ADDRESS CANNOT BE CHANGED AFTER IT HAS BEEN 

ADDED 

 

ID: NVE-003                                                     Location: multiSign.sol  

Severity: Medium                                             Category: Business Issues  

Likelihood: Medium                                          Impact: Medium  

 

Description: 

addSigner method is used to add a new signer, any signer submitted to addSigner address is 

not address(0), the remaining signature address also can not set other addresses for the 

signer, if there is a malicious signer to submit a signature, the rest of the benign signer can 

only agree to sign, otherwise the addSigner add signature method will not work properly, once 

the signature provided by a malicious signer is added, it will cause the risk of the existence of 

multiple malicious signatures. 
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Figure 3 addSigner function 

Recommendations: 

It is recommended that time judgements be added so that when an address is older 

than the time a signature is added, a new signatory can be resubmitted. 

Result: Pass 

Fix Result:  

Due to the complexity of this type of problem for the code, the official implementation 

has been changed, specifically in the de8feb836160d6f11a04f3bc0158aff1c59285df 

version. 
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3.4 REMOVESIGNER ADDRESS CANNOT BE CHANGED AFTER IT HAS 

BEEN ADDED 

 

ID: NVE-004                                                             Location: multiSign.sol  

Severity: Medium                                                     Category: Business Issues  

Likelihood: Medium                                                  Impact: Medium  

 

Description: 

removeSigner method is used to remove existing signers, any signer submitted to add 

removingIndex address is not address(0), the remaining signature address can not remove 

other signers, if there is a malicious signer to remove the signature, the remaining benign 

signers can only agree to sign, otherwise the removeSigner method to remove the signature 

will not work properly, once the removal of the signature provided by the malicious signer, it 

will cause the risk of multiple benign signers removed. 
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Figure 4 removeSigner function 

Recommendations: 

Suggest adding a time determination so that when an address is older than the 

signature removal time, then a new removal signer can be resubmitted. 

Result: Pass 

Fix Result:  

Due to the complexity of this type of problem for the code, the official implementation 

has been changed, specifically in the de8feb836160d6f11a04f3bc0158aff1c59285df 

version. 
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3.5 THE CHANGEREQUIRECOUNT NUMBER CANNOT BE CHANGED 

AGAIN AFTER IT HAS BEEN UPDATED 

 

ID: NVE-005                                                           Location: multiSign.sol  

Severity: Medium                                                   Category: Business Issues  

Likelihood: Medium                                                Impact: Medium  

 

Description: 

The changeRequireCount method is used to update the number of signers. After any signer 

submits a non-zero newRequireCount value, the remaining signature addresses cannot be 

changed to other values either. If there is a malicious signer changing the number of signatures, 

the remaining benign signers can only agree to change their signatures, otherwise the 

changeRequireCount method to update the number of signatures will not work properly, and 

once the same malicious number of signatures is submitted, it will cause a security incident. 
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Figure 5 changeRequireCount function 

Recommendations: 

Suggest adding a time determination so that when an address exceeds a signature 

count update event, a new signature count update can be resubmitted. 

Result: Pass 

Fix Result:  

Due to the complexity of this type of problem for the code, the official implementation 

has been changed, specifically in the de8feb836160d6f11a04f3bc0158aff1c59285df 

version. 
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3.6 FEE EXTRACTION SECURITY 

 

ID: NVE-006                                                      Location: wrap.sol  

Severity: Low                                                    Category: Business Issues  

Likelihood: Low                                                 Impact: Medium  

Description: 

The withdrawFee method is used to withdraw the team fee, but may steal the team fee when 

the owner privileged role is malicious. 

The unWrapFee method should be used to transfer the team fee, but when the owner 

privileged role is malicious, the fee to address can be set to the address of the person who 

stole the money. 

 

Figure 6 withdrawFee and unWrapFee function 

Recommendations: 

It is recommended that the owner's privileged role be managed using multiple 

signatures. 

Result: Pass 

Fix Result:  

Ignore, Officials have confirmed that it functions properly. 
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3.7 REDUNDANT CODES 

 

ID: NVE-007                                                            Location: multiSign.sol  

Severity: Information                                               Category: Business Issues  

Likelihood: Low                                                       Impact: Low  

 

Description: 

The addSigner method is used to add a new signer and clear the original data on the first call, 

but the contract uses a for loop statement to make a judgement that has no real meaning and 

it is recommended to remove the for loop statement here to avoid wasting Gas. 

 

Figure 7 addSigner function 
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Recommendations: 

To avoid wasting Gas, it is recommended to remove the for loop statement here. 

Result: Pass 

Fix Result:  

Due to the complexity of this type of problem for the code, the official implementation 

has been changed, specifically in the de8feb836160d6f11a04f3bc0158aff1c59285df 

version. 
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3.8 NEWOWNER MAY BE A ZERO ADDRESS 

 

ID: NVE-009                                                            Location: Ownable.sol  

Severity: Information                                               Category: Business Issues  

Likelihood: Low                                                       Impact: Low  

 

Description: 

The transferOwner method is used to modify the new owner privileged address, but the 

privileged address may be called accidentally when the transferOwner method is called 

resulting in the newOwner becoming address(0), but it can also be called again to modify the 

newOwner address normal address. 

 

Figure 8 transferOwner function 

Recommendations: 

It is recommended that the owner privileged role avoid passing in the address(0) 

parameter when calling the transferOwner method. 

Result: Pass 

Fix Result:  

Ignore, Officials have confirmed that it functions properly. 
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3.9 SIGNER ADDRESS AND NUMBER CANNOT BE TOO SMALL 

 

ID: NVE-009                                                       Location: multiSign.sol  

Severity: Information                                          Category: Business Issues  

Likelihood: Low                                                  Impact: Low 

 

Description: 

As a multiSign contract, if the number of signatories or signatures is small, it may lead 

to one address controlling the signature and there is a security risk. It is recommended 

to add N signatories and require a threshold of more than N/2 signatures. 

 

Figure 9 multiSign contract constructor 

Recommendations:  

It is recommended that the threshold for the number of signatures required to add N 

signatories is greater than N/2. 

Result: Pass 

Fix Result:  

The issue has been officially changed in the de8feb836160d6f11a04f3bc0158aff1c59285df 

version. 
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3.10 ANY SIGNER CAN ADD ADDRESS(0) AS A SIGNER 

 

ID: NVE-010                                                     Location: multiSign.sol  

Severity: Information                                        Category: Business Issues  

Likelihood: Low                                                Impact: Low  

 

Description: 

The addSigner method is used to add a new signer, but an arbitrary signer can be added as 

a signer by calling the addSigner method multiple times with the ADDRESS(0) address, and 

adding ADDRESS(0) as a signer has no significant effect on the overall signing mechanism. 

 

Figure 10 addSigner function 
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Recommendations: 

It is recommended to determine if the signer is ADDRESS(0) when adding the 

signature address. 

Result: Pass 

Fix Result:  

Due to the complexity of this type of problem for the code, the official implementation 

has been changed, specifically in the de8feb836160d6f11a04f3bc0158aff1c59285df 

version. 
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3.11 NOT JUDGING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REQUIRECOUNT 

VALUES AND SIGNERS.LENGTH QUANTITIES 

 

ID: NVE-011                                                         Location: multiSign.sol  

Severity: Low                                                       Category: Business Issues  

Likelihood: Low                                                     Impact: Medium 

 

Description: 

The number of signers and required signers is determined at contract initialization, but 

the number of signers is not determined in relation to the number of requested 

signatures; if the requireCount value is greater than signers.length, the signature will 

never be completed. 

 

Figure 11.1 multiSign contract constructor 

The signer called the submitCountProposal method to change the number of 

signatures without determining whether the requireCount value could not be 

signers.length. 
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Figure 11.2 submitCountProposal function 

Recommendations: 

It is recommended that the value of newCount should not be greater than the number 

of signers.length addresses to avoid the possibility of not reaching the signature 

proposal. 

Result: Pass 

Fix Result:  

Modified.Added a line to submitSignerProposal: 

require(requireCount < signers.length, "requireCount error"); 
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3.12 DELETE SIGNATURE WITHOUT JUDGING THE NUMBER OF 

REQUIRECOUNT 

 

ID: NVE-012                                                          Location: multiSign.sol  

Severity: Low                                                        Category: Business Issues  

Likelihood: Low                                                     Impact: Medium 

 

Description: 

If more signers are deleted, when the number of signers deleted is less than the 

requireCount, the remaining signers will not be able to complete the signature. It is 

recommended that when adding a deleted signature, determine whether the number 

of signers deleted is less than the requireCount. 
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Figure 12 agreeSignerProposal function 

Recommendations: 

It is recommended that when adding and removing signatures, it is determined 

whether the number of signers removed is less than requireCount. 

Result: Pass 

Fix Result:  

Modified.Add judgment: 

require((newCount > signers.length / 2) && (newCount <= signers.length), 

"count error"); 
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3.13 D VALUES MAY BE OTHER THAN -1 OR 1 

 

ID: NVE-013                                                      Location: multiSign.sol  

Severity: Information                                         Category: Business Issues  

Likelihood: Low                                                  Impact: Low 

 

Description: 

When submitting a proposal, a judgement is made on the value of d. If another value 

is entered for d, the method will execute normally. 

 

Figure 13 submitCountProposal function 

Recommendations: 

Suggest adding the judgement that the d value can only be -1 or 1. 

Result: Pass 

Fix Result:  

Ignore 
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4 CONCLUSION 
 

In this audit, we thoroughly analyzed IOTAMPC Bridge smart contract implementation. 

The problems found are described and explained in detail in Section 3. The issues 

identified in the audit have been raised with project leaders and two high, three medium 

and three low risks have now been revised.We therefore consider the audit result to be 

pass.To improve this report, we greatly appreciate any constructive feedbacks or 

suggestions, on our methodology, audit findings, or potential gaps in scope/coverage. 
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5 APPENDIX 
 

5.1 BASIC CODING ASSESSMENT 
 

5.1.1 Apply Verification Control 

▪ Description: The security of apply verification 
▪ Result: Not found 
▪ Severity: Critical 

5.1.2 Authorization Access Control 

▪ Description: Permission checks for external integral functions 
▪ Result: Not found 
▪ Severity: Critical 

5.1.3 Forged Transfer Vulnerability 

▪ Description: Assess whether there is a forged transfer notification vulnerability 
in the contract 

▪ Result: Not found 
▪ Severity: Critical 

5.1.4 Transaction Rollback Attack 

▪ Description: Assess whether there is transaction rollback attack vulnerability in 
the contract. 

▪ Result: Not found  
▪ Severity: Critical 

5.1.5 Transaction Block Stuffing Attack 

▪ Description: Assess whether there is transaction blocking attack vulnerability. 
▪ Result: Not found 
▪ Severity: Critical 

5.1.6 soft fail Attack Assessment 

▪ Description: Assess whether there is soft fail attack vulnerability. 
▪ Result: Not found 
▪ Severity: Critical 

5.1.7 hard fail Attack Assessment 

▪ Description: Examine for hard fail attack vulnerability 
▪ Result: Not found 
▪ Severity: Critical 

5.1.8 Abnormal Memo Assessment 
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▪ Description: Assess whether there is abnormal memo vulnerability in the 
contract. 

▪ Result: Not found 
▪ Severity: Critical 

 

5.1.9 Abnormal Resource Consumption 

▪ Description: Examine whether abnormal resource consumption in contract 
processing. 

▪ Result: Not found 
▪ Severity: Critical 

 

5.1.10 Random Number Security 

▪ Description: Examine whether the code uses insecure random number. 
▪ Result: Not found 
▪ Severity: Critical 

 

 

5.2 ADVANCED CODE SCRUTINY 
 

5.2.1 Cryptography Security 

▪ Description: Examine for weakness in cryptograph implementation. 
▪ Results: Not Found 
▪ Severity: High 

5.2.2 Account Permission Control 

▪ Description: Examine permission control issue in the contract 
▪ Results: Not Found 
▪ Severity: Medium 

5.2.3 Malicious Code Behaviour 

▪ Description: Examine whether sensitive behaviour present in the code 
▪ Results: Not found 
▪ Severity: Medium 

 

 

5.2.4 Sensitive Information Disclosure 
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▪ Description: Examine whether sensitive information disclosure issue present 
in the code. 

▪ Result: Not found 
▪ Severity: Medium 

5.2.5 System API 

▪ Description: Examine whether system API application issue present in the 
code 

▪ Results: Not found 
▪ Severity: Low 
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6 DISCLAIMER 
 

This report is subject to the terms and conditions (including without limitation, 

description of services, confidentiality, disclaimer and limitation of liability) set forth in 

the Services Agreement, or the scope of services, and terms and conditions provided 

to the Company in connection with the Agreement. This report provided in connection 

with the Services set forth in the Agreement shall be used by the Company only to the 

extent permitted under the terms and conditions set forth in the Agreement. This report 

may not be transmitted, disclosed, referred to or relied upon by any person for any 

purposes without Numen’s prior written consent. 

This report is not, nor should be considered, an “endorsement” or “disapproval” of any 

particular project or team. This report is not, nor should be considered, an indication 

of the economics or value of any “product” or “asset” created by any team or project 

that contracts Numen to perform a security assessment. This report does not provide 

any warranty or guarantee regarding the absolute bug-free nature of the technology 

analyzed, nor do they provide any indication of the technologies proprietors, business, 

business model or legal compliance. 

This report should not be used in any way to make decisions around investment or 

involvement with any particular project. This report in no way provides investment 

advice, nor should be leveraged as investment advice of any sort. This report 

represents an extensive assessing process intending to help our customers increase 

the quality of their code while reducing the high level of risk presented by cryptographic 

tokens and blockchain technology. 

Blockchain technology and cryptographic assets present a high level of ongoing risk. 

Numen’s position is that each company and individual are responsible for their own 

due diligence and continuous security. Numen’s goal is to help reduce the attack 

vectors and the high level of variance associated with utilizing new and consistently 

changing technologies, and in no way claims any guarantee of security or functionality 

of the technology we agree to analyze. 
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